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Abstract. Shared workspaces and Web 2.0 platforms provide lots of services for sharing various objects. Most current shared workspaces and Web 2.0 platforms provide role-based, coarse-grained access control policies which undermine the utility of them in some cases. In this paper, we present Annotation-Based Access Control, an approach towards access control which benefits from user annotations to annotate people using various fixed and desired open vocabulary (tags) and helps to build a more flexible access control mechanism based on relationships among different types of users. We also present a prototype, a gadget called UncleShare, which we have developed to enable this access control mechanism and evaluate it. Key words: Access Control, Shared Workspace, Annotation, Social Network, Web 2.0
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Introduction



Web 2.0 platforms and shared workspaces (e.g. BSCW, Microsoft SharePoint) provide necessary tools and infrastructure for sharing various items. In a shared workspace or social platform, where the people collaborate together and share resources, there should definitely exist some kind of embedded access control mechanisms in order to restrict unauthorized accesses to various resources. In brief, Access Control defines who can access what data [15]. We have analyzed the embedded access control mechanisms within some shared workspaces and Web 2.0 platforms. We signed up to some platforms, uploaded/added some resources (e.g. documents, photos, bookmarks), added some contacts as friends and tried to share our resources with some of our contacts. We noticed that the embedded access control mechanisms were not flexible enough to enable us to share our resources with desired contacts within specific context. For instance, we could not share a specific project-related bookmark with only people that are working on that project. To overcome this situation, we had to send emails to share the bookmark with them. Most current shared workspaces and Web 2.0 platforms provide coarse-grained access control policies which undermine the utility of them in some cases.



In this paper, we present an approach for access control by annotating people and defining access control policies based on the annotations (i.e. AnnotationBased Access Control). We benefit from Semantic Web [2] technologies for annotations, storing and retrieving data. These technologies enable us to do reasoning on top of annotations and also help us to interact with various platforms or even other applications can integrate with our platform. The rest of this paper proceeds like the following: In the next part, we have an overview of related work regarding access control in social and cooperative systems. In section 3, we introduce Annotation-Based Access Control model. In part 4, we present a prototype that we have developed to enable and evaluate our access control mechanism. After that, we compare our model with some other approaches and finally we conclude and have an overview of future works in section 6.
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Related Work



There exist plenty of approaches and mechanisms towards controlling access to electronic resources: access control lists, which is probably the simplest access control mechanism, role-based access control [7, 17], attribute-based access control [12], etc. Each approach has its own advantages, disadvantages and feasibility scope. Many researchers try to combine different access control mechanisms to build a more powerful mechanism and decrease the disadvantages of each mechanism. Kern et al. [10] provide an architecture for role-based access control to use different rules to extract dynamic roles. Alotaiby et al. [1] present a team-based access control which is built upon role-based access control. Periorellis et al. [14] introduce another extension to role-based access control which is called taskbased access control. They discuss task-based access control as a mechanism for dynamic virtual organization scenarios. Georgiadis et al. [8] provide a model for combining contextual information with team-based access control and they provide a scenario in health care domain, where the model is used. Zhang et al. [21] propose a model for dynamic context-aware role-based access control for pervasive applications. They extend role-based access control and dynamically align role and permission assignments based on context information. The study of access control mechanisms in Cooperative Systems is not new and was in existence since the birth of e-Collaboration tools in 1980s. Shen et al. [18] studied access control mechanisms in a simple collaborative environment, i.e. a simple collaborative text editing environment. Zhao [22] provides an overview and comparison of three main access control mechanisms in collaborative environments. Tolone et al. [19] have published a comprehensive study on access control mechanisms in collaborative systems and compare different mechanisms based on multiple criteria, e.g. complexity, understandability, ease of use. Jaeger et al. [9] present basic requirements for role-based access control within collaborative systems. Kim et al. [11] propose a collaborative role-based access



control (C-RBAC) model for distributed systems which is fine-grained and try to address the conflicts from cross-domain role-to-role translation. There exist some studies on access control in social networks. Most of the literature focuses on relationships that the people may acquire in a social network. In [16], Kruk et al. suggest a role-based policy-based access control for social networks, where the access rights will be determined based on social links and trust levels between people. In [3], Carminati et al. present the same approach and in [5], they extend their model by adding the concept of private relationships in access control, as they noticed that all relationships within social networks should not be public, due to security and privacy reasons.
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Annotation-Based Access Control Model



Annotation is a common mechanism which is used nowadays by many social platforms for annotating shared objects to facilitate the discovery of relevant resources. Our access control model is based on annotations. It benefits partially from social acquaintances to express the annotation mechanism, however it is not only limited to fixed terms and open vocabularies can be also utilized for annotations. In this approach, end users are able to annotate their contacts and define policies based on their annotations. In this case, only those annotated contacts, that fulfill the required policies, have access to specified resources. A simple example follows: User A annotates user B which is part of his social network as supervisor. User A owns also several resources and defines different policies for them. In this case, all resources that have just supervisor in their policies and their policies express that they can be shared with the people that have been tagged as supervisor, are automatically accessible to the user B which has been annotated as supervisor. Annotation-based access control is very close to how we share resources in our real-life. We may share the key of our apartments with our parents, but not with our friends. Based on this simple scenario, in annotation-based access control, both our parents and friends are parts of our social network, but our parents have been tagged as parent while our friends as friend and our keys are resources that we define to be shared only with entities tagged as parent. Our current access control model consists of three main entities and two main concepts: Person, Resource, and Policy are the entities; Annotation and Distance are the main concepts. A Person is an entity with the RDF type Person 1 . A Person is connected to zero or more other Persons. Each connection between Persons can be annotated with zero or more Annotations. An Annotation is a term or a set of terms that are connected together and aims to describe the Person. A Person owns zero or more Resources. A Resource is an entity with the RDF type Resource 2 and is owned by (isOwnedBy) one or more Persons. Resources may be in the form of URIs / URLs / short messages. A Resource can 1
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http://uncle-share.com/ontology/Person OR Person http://uncle-share.com/ontology/Resource



http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/



Fig. 1. Main elements in access control mechanism and their relationships



be either private or public. A Policy is an entity with the RDF type Policy 3 . A Policy is defined by (isDefinedBy) one Person and belongs to (belongsTo) one Resource. A Policy has one Annotation and one Distance. Again an Annotation is a term or a set of terms that are connected together and aims to describe the Person that the Resource should be shared with. A Distance is a numerical value which determines the depth that the Policy is valid. Depth is actually the shortest distance among two Persons with consideration of Annotations. This will be more clear with an example in section 5. A Person defines zero or more Policies. Note that multiple Policies for a Resource that are defined by a Resource owner may have different Distances. Figure 1 demonstrates the main elements of our access control model. There exist several rules (meta-policies) in our approach: – Rule 1: A Person acquires access to a Resource, if and only if (iff) s/he meets all policies that have been defined by Resource owner for that Resource. It means that the Person has been already annotated with the Annotations which are defined in the Policies and s/he is also in the scope of the Policies (i.e. Distance criteria). A conclusion of this rule follows: Multiple Policies that are defined by a Resource owner for a Resource are ORed, if they have different Distances, otherwise the Policies are ANDed. – Rule 2: Only the Resource owner is eligible to define Policies for that Resource. – Rule 3: If a Person acquires access to a Resource, s/he may copy/add the Resource to his/her Resources. In this case, s/he will be the Resource owner. (The original Resource owner will also keep the ownership as well.) – Rule 4: A private Resource has zero or more Policies, whereas a public resource has at least one Policy. 3



http://uncle-share.com/ontology/Policy



Fig. 2. The general architecture and overview of UI



– Rule 5: The default Distance for Policies is one.
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Uncle-Share: Annotation-Based Access Control Prototype



Based on the presented Annotation-Based Access Control model, we have developed a prototype called Uncle-Share to validate and test the approach. Figure 2 demonstrates the overall architecture of Uncle-Share plus an overall view of the User Interface (UI). In the following, we describe some important aspects of the architecture and UI. Uncle-Share is based on Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). Uncle-Share provides several SOAP-based services to end users. In other words, all functionalities of Uncle-Share (registration, changing password, adding persons and resources, fetching shared resources, etc.) are wrapped as Web services. Following this approach enables developers to utilize all functionalities of Uncle-Share within their own applications. Uncle-Share provides currently the following services: – Handle Object: This service enables end users to register themselves to the system and/or change their passwords.



– Handle Connection: This service enables end users to add connections between persons; persons and resources; and persons and policies. This service enables also end users to annotate those connections with closed and open terms. – Get Connection: This service enables end users to get who/what stuff is connected to a specific person. – Get Registered Users: This service returns the list of the registered users on the system. – Get Social Network: This service returns the social network of authenticated user in RDF (based on FOAF4 ). – Get Available Resources: This service returns the available resources to a specific person based on Distance input. We have chosen to build the Uncle-Share user interface as a widget / gadget. These two terms, widget and gadget, are used sometimes to refer to the same concept. There exist currently many gadget / widget platforms, and open source and commercial gadget-building tools. NetVibes5 and iGoogle6 are two mostly used gadget platforms. Both platforms provide basic tools for building gadgets / widgets. Having gadgetized user interface enables end users to have UncleShare besides other applications and this can attract more users, as they should not launch a new application or browse a new Web page to utilize Uncle-Share. Our gadget can be embedded into any widget / gadget platform or Web site. We used AJAX [20] (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) technologies for developing the user interface. The only client-side requirement is that the browser should support JavaScript. The current version of gadget has six main tabs: Login, Persons, Resources, Shared, Settings, and Help. For annotations and also defining policies, Uncle-Share has a suggest box. In the suggest box, end users will get some recommendations / suggestions from Uncle-Share. These suggestions are based on the RELATIONSHIP [6] ontology. It is an extended version of FOAF and a set of terms for describing the general relationships between people. Uncle-Share gadget can be accessed and tested online7 8 . We have successfully embedded the gadget into iGoogle and BSCW shared workspace, in order to enable Annotation-Based Access Control for bookmarks. We have chosen some specific open source and free software to implement Uncle-Share. We use Sesame 2.09 as RDF store. The SOA backbone is based on Apache CXF10 which eases the development of Web services. For building the AJAX-based gadget, we used Google Web Toolkit11 (GWT). GWT has a Java 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11



http://www.foaf-project.org/ http://www.netvibes.com/ http://www.google.com/ig http://purl.oclc.org/projects/uncle-share-gadget-igoogle http://purl.oclc.org/projects/uncle-share-gadget-standalone http://www.openrdf.org/ http://incubator.apache.org/cxf/ http://code.google.com/webtoolkit/



to JavaScript compiler which compiles the Java source and generates desired user interface.
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Evaluation and Comparisons



In the first glance, our approach for access control sounds to be similar to RoleBased Access Control [7, 17] (RBAC), Generalized Role-Based Access Control [13] (GRBAC) and other family members of RBAC. In brief, in RBAC, a user is assigned one or more roles. Each role has some defined permissions. Users will receive desired permissions through their roles or they inherit the permissions through the role hierarchy. RBAC is a quite successful access control method and is used in many platforms (operating systems, databases, etc.) and organizations. In GRBAC [13], the authors extend RBAC by introducing subject roles, object roles and environment roles. RBAC, GRBAC and other family members of RBAC works well, if there exists well-structured (and perhaps hierarchy) of roles, permissions (and resources). The main difference between RBAC and our approach is that in RBAC, the roles are already defined by a role engineer, but in our approach, we have decentralized concepts (i.e. annotations) which are not necessary roles (from the semantics point of view). It is the user that defines his/her own annotations and assigns them to his/her contacts which is more user-centric. From the RBAC perspective, our model can be seen as an extension to RBAC through assigning user-centric roles (i.e. annotations) to a person’s contacts. The other main difference is the concept of Distance which increases or decreases the scope of policies in sharing resources, as the people are connected together in a graph-like manner (rather than hierarchy-like manner). Where RBAC can be very useful in large and well-structured organizations, our approach fits well for defining access control policies for personal data. In our model, all relationships are private, as there is no need to publicly announce the relationships between people, due to privacy reasons. However, end users can freely publish their own relationships, if this is needed. While fixed vocabulary is used in approaches like [3], in our model and tool, fixed terms are just suggested to end users, as we do not really force users to exclusively use them. They are allowed to use their own terms as well as fixed terms for annotations. This open vocabulary approach enables end users to express the trust level in a more accurate way as well. As an example, instead of using percentages for expressing the trust level (e.g. friend 80%) like in [16], end users can express degrees of friendship in a more natural way with an annotation like closeFriendOf. The model becomes in this way more realistic and expressive, as we don’t really label our friends and relationships in real-life with numerical values and percentages. Moreover, we calculate the distance between two persons taking to account the annotation values. This is important because annotations build a graph among people which may contain several paths between two persons and it is important to consider all paths when we want to reach target person from



a source person. For example, if person A is connected to person B and this connection has the annotation student, the distance from person A to B (directional) with the consideration of student is one. The distance from person A to B (directional) with the consideration of any other annotation (e.g. friendOf) is infinity. The distance from person B to A (directional) is also infinity, if person B has not defined an outgoing link to person A.
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Conclusion and Future Work



In this paper, we presented an annotation-based access control model and a prototype based on that. Uncle-Share enables end users to annotate their contacts and set different policies for their resources based on their annotations. From the RBAC perspective, our model can be seen as an extension to RBAC, where people are able to define their own roles (i.e. annotations) and assign them to others in a user-centric model. We are currently working to extend RELATIONSHIP ontology and add more collaboration-based terms to it, as our model and prototype are mainly utilized in collaboration-based environments. RELATIONSHIP ontology and works like REL-X [4] contain the terms that capture the general relationships and social acquaintances among people. One other interesting extensions is using Open Social12 API to embed the Uncle-Share into the social networking sites like MySpace and Orkut. Open Social follows the idea of Write once, run anywhere and enables developers to develop cross-platform applications among social Web sites. More advanced user model and suggestions / recommendations, and prioritizing the policies are different possible improvements. Due to the small nature of widgets / gadgets, we may develop a full-screen version of user interface and put a snippet of the main interface into the gadget.
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